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employ double square brackets. Thus [[Australia]] will linkto the article on Australia, and [[Australlia|TerraAustralis]] will also link to Australia, but it will display thetext "Terra Australis" when doing so. For URLs you employa single set of square brackets with a title after the URL:[http://wikimedia.org.au/ Wikimedia Australia] will linkthe "Wikimedia Australia" to the WMAU website.

Images and References
Adding images to an article is a bit tricker. Assuming thatthe file has been uploaded, the primary method is to usedouble square brackets around the file name:[[File:Australia Cairns 01.jpg]] will insert the photo fromthe front of this pamphlet. However, if you do that, therewill be no caption, and the image itself will be the originalsize – which in this case is far too big for an article. Thustypically more information is included: [[File:AustraliaCairns 01.jpg|thumb|right|Mangrove seedling|alt=A singlemangrove seedling emerges from the mud]] will add theimage, display it as a thumbnail, position it on the rightside of the screen, add "Mangrove seedling" as a captionand provide alternative text for people with visionimpairments.
Content on Wikipedia needs to be verifiable, and for thiswe need to add references. One approach is to use<ref></ref> tags. Anything between the tags willconstitute the reference. So to reference this sentence,you add the tags at the end:<ref>"Editing Wikis" (2011)Wikimedia Australia</ref> You may also need to include<references /> at the end of the article, (if it is not therealready) to make your references visible.

Further Reading
For more information about editing wikis:

• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Contents

Introduction
Editing a wiki, (especially one as complex as Wikipedia), isnot a difficult process once you get the hang of things, butit does have a bit of a learning curve. It is easy to getstarted, but as you get involved in the more complexaspects of layout, you may find that a quick primer is ofvalue.
Although this document is primarily aimed at anyoneinterested in the Wikimedia Foundation's projects, such asWikipedia, Wikinews, Wikisource and Wikiversity, it is notexclusively so: while some aspects may be specific tothose projects, (with a focus on the English languageWikipedia), most of these instructions will be equallyvaluable on a wide range of different wikis.

Accounts vs IP Addresses
You do not need an account to edit Wikipedia, althoughyou may find that some other Wikis are more restrictive.Thus there is nothing preventing you from just opening upa page in Wikipedia, seeing something that you would liketo improve, and fixing it right then and there. That said,there are advantages in formally registering withWikipedia and creating your own account.

Editing
When first editing on Wikipedia, the best place to start isthe Sandbox. The Sandbox can be found at:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Sandbox. Giventhat changes to a wiki are immediatly visible, it is a goodidea to get some practice before editing theencyclopaedia proper. To get started, click on "Edit" at thetop of the page, scroll down to the input box, and makeyour changes. Selecting "Show Preview" will let you checkyour changes before you save them, and "Save" recordsyour changes for all to see. And while you're at it, don'tforget to explain what changes you made in the EditSummary, as this will make it easier for people to tell whatwas done.
A wiki can only accept plain text. Which is good, becausewhen making simple alterations, such as spellingcorrections, that is all we need to use. However, aproblem emerges when we want to add special formatting– if only plain text can be included, how do we add bold,italics, or headings? The answer is that we use normalcharacters in special ways.
For example, if you wish to use italics, you add two

apostrophies '' to the beginning of the text, and two moreat the end. The wiki will hide the apostrophies from view,and thus '''This is italics'' will be displayed as This is italicswhen shown as part of the article. Similarly, threeapostrophes indicates bold text, and five apostrophes (''''')indicates text which is both bold and italic.
Headings are handled through the use of the equals sign.Two equals signs, such as ==Heading== will display thetext as a major, top‐level heading. Three equal signs(===Heading===) will display it as a smaller, second‐levelheading, while four will make a minor heading. Headingsserve a number of different purposes: they make the texteasier to read; they allow you to edit just a singlesubsection rather than the page as a whole; and they areused to produce an automatic Table of Contents.
Other common formatting requests include: indenting text(:); bullet points (indicated with a *); and numberedpoints, (using a #). Each of these only work when added atthe beginning of a line, but they have the advantage ofworking together: for example, ::: will indent three tabs.
Links are another important part of wikis, and here youhave two options: internal links, which link to anotherpage in the wiki, and external links, which link to adifferent page on the web. For the former, you

Wiki Markup
==Example==
This is an example of text ready for a wiki. It has both'''bold''' and ''italics'', and contains:
# One
# Two
## Three
numbered points – one of which is at the second level.
It also links to the article about the [[Big Banana]].

Example
This is an example of text ready for a wiki. It has both boldand italics, and contains

1. One
2. Two

1. Three
numbered points – one of which is at the second level.
It also links to the article about the Big Banana.
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